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In [3], Chase and Sweedler introduced a notion of Galois object and ex-
tended, in this case, the fundamental theorem of Galois theory for fields. Fur-
thermore, they showed that it contains, as a special case, the fundamental theorem
of Galois theory on separable algebras developed by Chase, Harrison and Rosen-
berg. However they mentioned in [3] that they had, in general, no good char-
acterization of the subalgebras which arised in the Galois correspondence. A
purpose of this paper is to show what those subalgebras are in the case of strongly
radicial extensions. On the other hand, it is well-known that for a finite purely
inseparable extension K of a field k> there exists a chain of subfields of K: K=
KQZDK^KZZ) "Z)K
r
=k such that K{ is of exponent one over Ki+1 for i=0y
1, 2, * , r — 1 . We shall study this analogy in the case of Galois objects over
a field which are strongly radicial over their basic field.
Let H be a finite cocommutative split15 Hopf algebra over a commutative
ring A and C a Galois i/*2)-object over A which is strongly radiciai over A.
In our first section, we shall study a coalgebra structure of H. Moreover
we shall show that there exists a bijection between the set of admissible35 Hopf
subalgebras of H and the set of distinguished45 intermediate rings between A
and C.
In our second section, we shall exhibit an existence of a sequence of subrings
of C
satisfying the folio wings for each ί=0, 1, •••, n—1:
(1) C§Ki^HomCi{C, C) via a canonical map where K{ is a Hopf subalgebra
of H.
(2) d(C,)SC, for d(ΞH.
(3) C t . [ M ( Q C t - + 1 ) ] = f c C i + 1 ( C , C,) for ί=0, 1, - , n - 1 .
1) For the definition, see §1.
2) H* denotes a dual Hopf algebra of H.
3) For the definition, see [3, Def. 7.1].
4) For the definition, see a following part of the proof of Proposition 3 below.
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(4) Cf is finitely generated projective as a Cί+1-module.
Throughout the following discussion, all rings are commutative with an
identity, and all hόmomorphisms are unitary. Unadorned ® will mean ®A.
If A is a subring of a ring C, both A and C are assumed to have a common
identity. In this paper, A will denote a commutative ring such that A\p is of
characteristic non-zero for each p^Spec(A). We will use the definitions and
terminology in [6] with respect to coalgebras and Hopf algebras, and in [4]
and [7] with respect to high order derivations and strongly radicial extensions,
respectively. The author likes to express his thanks to the referee for comments
on Proposition 4.
1. Galois correspondence theorem
Let C be a commutative algebra over a ring A. Let H be a finite5) commu-
tative Hopf-algebra over A. Then C is called a Galois H-object if C is a finitely
generated and faithfull projectile ^-module and there is a map a : H*®C->C
which measures C to C such that a map φ : C#H*-^HomA(C, C) by φ(x#u)(y)
—χa(u®y) is an algebra-isomorphism (c.f. 3].
Let (H, Δ, £) be a coalgebra over a commutative ring A where Δ is its
diagonal map and £ is its augmentation map. For g^H, g is called a grouplike
element in H if Δ(g)—g®g and £(g)=l. Let Q(H) be denoted the set of group-
like elements in H. H is called a split coalgebra in case H= © CΛ, as A-modules
where each C/^  is a subcoalgebra of i ϊ in which g is an only grouplike element
and Ug=Ag+(UgΠKer £).
Lemma 1. L ί^ C be a strongly radicial extension of a ring A, Then so is
Proof. It is obvious from the definition
Lemma 2. Let H be a finite commutative Hopf-algebra over a local ring
A such that there is a Galois H-object C over A which is strongly radicial over A.
Then H is a local ring.
Proof. From Lemma 1, C®C is a strongly radicial extension of a local
ring A and so is local [c.f., 7, Theorem 5]. On the other hand, we have C®C
as algebras [c.f., 3, Theorem 9.3]. So H is local.
Proposition 3. Let H be a finite commutative Hopf algebra over a com-
mutative ring A, whose dual coalgebra J/* is split. Let C be a Galois H-object
over A. If C is strongly radicial over A, then H*=A l®Ker(ε*) as A-module
where 6* is an augmentation map of H*.
5) For the definition, see [3, Def. 7.1].
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Proof. Since if* is split, H* has a decomposition H*=U1(B( 0 UΛ
gc&iegan
where each Ug is a subcoalgebra of H* in which g is an only grouplike element.
We need to show that Ug vanishes if # Φ l . Put A=A(pf\ C=A®C and
H=A®H for p^Spec(A). Then C is a Galois ϊf-object. Since C is strongly
radicial over A, H is local. So (fl)* is irreducible. Then we have ^4® Ug=0
for any p^Spec(A) and so Ug=0.
For a coalgebra if, let /f+ denote Ker(S) where £ is an augmentation map
of H. Moreover, assume H is a finite cocommutative split Hopf algebra over a
ring A and C a Galois if*-object over A which is strongly radicial over A.
Then H may be considered to be a subalgebra of HomA(C, C). For an intermediate
ring B between A and C over which C is projective, 2>e^[C/B) is a C-module
direct summand of 2>e*(CIA) [7, Prop. 12]. Now we shall say such intermediate
ring B is distinguished if there is a C-module direct summand M of 2>e^{C/A)
with ^ ( φ ) = ^ ( C / δ ) 0 M satisfying C®ProjM(H+)=C.ProjM(H+) for the
projection ProjM\ ^b&ι(C\A)^>M. In this case, ProjM(H+) is ^4-projective,
because C.Proju{H+){=M) is C-projective and 4^ is a direct summand of C.
Proposition 4. Le£ ^4, C, H be as above. Let B be a distinguished inter-
mediate ring between A and C. Then there exists a subbialgebra U of H such
that U is an A-module direct summand of H and C® U^HomB(C, C) via a canon-
ical map.
Proof. Set K0=ProjM(H+) for a projection above ProjM. Then we have
a split exact sequence of ^ 4-module 0->U+->H+->K0->0 where U
+
=Ker(ProjM
IH+) and the third arrow denotes ProjM. So, i f + = U+φK where K is an A-
submodule of H+ which is isomorphic to K
o
. Now we shall show that C®U+
can be identified with ^e^ι{CjB). Since U+ is obviously contained in -2> (^C/B),
C®U+ may be regarded to be contained in 5be*(C\B). For any p&Spec(A)>
put A=A(p) and C=A®C. Then we have dim
Ά
[C®U+]=dim
Ά
[C®H+]~
dim
Ά
[C®K]=dim
Λ
[A®%e*(CIA)]-dim
Λ
[A®M]=dim^^ becau-
se C®K^C®K0^A®M. So C®U
+
=2>e*(CIB), using Nakayama's lemma.
Put U=A1+U+. Then we shall show that Δ(d) belongs to U® U for
d^U+. We can assume, without loss of generality, that A is local. Let
{uly u2, •••, un} and {vu v2, •••, vm} be ^ 4-module bases for U+, K, respectively.
Since H+®H+=U+®U++U+®K+K®U++K®Ky we have A(d)-ί®d~-
d®l=X+yΣ
ι
aijUi®Vj+^ΣibitjVi®Uj+^]ciijvi®vj for
Cij^A. Since [D,x]Ό belongs to 3^(C'/£)cHomB{C,
we obtain μ(X(*<g)£y))+ Σ^,y"y(*K(fry)+ S ^ i . ^
= bμ(X(x®y))+bΣlaiJui(x)vJ(y) + b^b.jV^u^y) + ftΣ^i(*)»/y) for x,
6) 4^(p) denotes the residue field
7) C.f.,4, chap. 1, §1.
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, b(=B where μ is a contraction map : C®C->C. Using the fact that any
element of U+ commutes with each element of B, we have ^]a{ j(Vj(by)—
—bv;(y))=0. Hence Σ X Λ and ΣK/*>; belong to 2>e*(C/B) Π -^(=0), show-
ing aij=0 and c,^=0 for all i,y. Moreover, we have bij=O, because H is
cocommutative. This shows that U is a subcoalgebra of H. Since £/ is obviously
a subalgebra of //, U is a subbialgebra of H. This completes the proof.
REMARK.*0 Let A, C, H be as above. Let B be an intermediate ring
between A and C, over which C is projective. Then 5 is distinguished if and
only if C.(H+ f] 2>e*(CIB))=2>e*(C/B).
Proof. The "only if" part follows from the proof of Proposition 4. Since
C is jB-ρrojective, we can write 2>&ί(CjA)=2>&ί(CIB)®M for a submodule M
of 2>e*(CIA). Now, C.(H+Γi2>e*(CIB))=2>e*(CIB). Then we may regard
C®(H+ Π 2>e*(C/B))=2>e*(CIB), by identification C®H+=2>e^(C/A). So we
have a canonical isomorphism : C®ProjM(H+)~M. This shows the "if" part.
Theorem 5. Let H be a cocommutative split Hopf algebra over a com-
mutative ring A. Let C be a Galois H*-object over A which is strongly radίcίal
over A. Then there exists a bisection between the set ΞF of subbialgebras of H which
are A-module direct summands of H and the set Q of distinguished intermediate
rings between A and C. Its correspondence is given by associating U^ΞF with
Ker(U+)={xεΞC\d(x)=0 for
Proof. For B E 5 , take U as the proposition above. Then U belongs to
£F. Moreover, it is obvious that U+={d<=H\d(bx)=bd(x) for X G C , b<=B}.
Conversely, put B=Ker(U+) for C/<E2\ Then we have B=Ker{C®U+) and
so C®U+=%e*(CIB) [c.f., 7, Theorem 15]. Hence B belongs to Q, because
U+ is an ^4-module direct summand of H+. So, using again [7, Theorem 15],
a correspondence : U->Ker(U+) gives a bijection between SF and Q.
2. Galois objects over a field which are strongly radicial over
their basic field
Throughout the following discussion, we shall assume that H is a cocom-
mutative pointed50 Hopf algebra over a field A of characteristic />Φθ and C is
a strongly radicial extension of A which is a Galois i/*-object over A. In this
case, both H and C#H may be regarded to be contained in HomA(C, C). Since
H measures C to C, we have d(l)=ε(d)ϊ for d^H where £ is an augmentation
map for H and 1 denotes an identity in C. So d(l)=0 for d<=H+=Ker(£).
8) This remark was advised by the referee.
9) For the definition, see [6],
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This shows C®H+=2>e*(CIA), because C$n=S)(C\A). Hence we obtain
Hom
c
(%e*(C/A), C)^Hom
c
{C®H+,C)^C®HomA{H+yA)^C®(H+)* and so
C®(H+)*^JC/A as left C-modules where Jc/A is a kernel of a contraction map:
c®c->c.
Lemma 6. JC/A^C®(H+)* as rings.
Proof. Hom
c
(C®H+,C) forms a ring by a multiplication F*G: l®d->
ΈF(l®d
ω
)G(l®d(s>) for F>G^Homc(C®H+ίC) where ΣldCl)®dω = A(d)
— 1 ®d—d® 1 for a diagonal map Δ of H. Then Hom
c
(C®H+, C) is isomorphic
to C®{H+)* as rings. Thus, in order to complete the proof, it suffices
to show that J
c/A^ Homc(C ®H+, C) as rings. A C-module map a: JC/A~>
Hom
c
(C®H+,C) by a(l®x—x®l) (c®d)=cd(x) for c, x<=C, d<=H+ is
an isomorphism. We shall show that a is a ring-homomorphism. Since
(ί®x—x®ί) (l®y—y®l)=l®xy—xy®\—x(l®y—y®ί)—y(ί®x—x® 1),
we have a((ί®x—x®l) (ί®y— y®l)) (l®d)=d(xy)—xd(y)—d(x)y=^d
ω
(x)
(^2)Cy) O n the other hand, we obtain {a(l®x—x®l)*a(l®y— y®ί)} (l®d)
= Σ a(l®x-x®ί) ( l®έ/
ω
)α(l®y-y® 1) (l®rfΰ))=Σd
ω
(x)d
ω
(y), showing
Of/ Of)'
our requirement.
Since H is irreducible as a coalgebra, 4^1 is a coradical of H. Let
denote {d^H\A(d)=l®d+d®l}. Set /f,= Λ ί + 1 (^l) 1 0 ) for ί = 0 , 1, 2,
Then the set {i/, }, gives a filtration for H satisfying the followings:
(1) H= \JH{.
(2) H0 = Άl.
(3)
(4)
(5) Xffl^QHj for /=0, 1, 2, ••• where λ is an antipode of iί[c.f., 6, Chap.
9]
Lemma 7. 2>e*{(CIA)^C®Ht as left C-modules for i=0, 1, 2, ••-.
Proof. Since (#+)*=(H*)+, we have/sC®(/ί*) + as rings where J=JC/A,
and so JIJi+1^C®(H*)+l((H*)+)i+1. Hence we obtain
y+\ C)
^C®HomA((H*)+l((H*)+y+\ A).
On the other hand, we have H (.= A'
+ 1(^l)=[((^l)-L)'+ 1]-L=[((ii*)+)'+ 1]-L. This
completes the proof.
10) For the definition, see [6, §9].
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Theorem 8. Let C~Ker(Ht)for i=l, 2, 3, •••. Then thefollowings hold:
(1) C is a strongly radicial extension of C{.
(2) C^
(3)
(4) CM = Ker
Proof. By an identification £)(C\A)=C§ H, we have %e*i(CIA)=C®Hf
from Lemma 8 and so C[2>e*i(C/A)] = C[C®Ht]=C # A[Ht]. Since {C #
A[Ht]}+ is a C-module direct summand of C#H+, { C [ ^ . ( C / i ) ] } + is a C-
module direct summand of -2w(C/-4) where X+ denotes a set {dEΞX\d(l)=0}
for a subset X of HomA(C, C). Moreover, { C p ^ , ( C / ^ ) ] } + is closed by the
the multiplication and the operator [D, x] for U E { C p ^ (C/i4])}+, Λ G C . SO
(1) and (3) follow easily from [7, Theorem 15]. (2) is obvious. It remains only
to show (4). It is trivial that Ci+1 is contained in Ker ( ^ ^ i ( C , /C, + 1 )). Assume
there is an element x in Ker ( ^ » 1 (C, /C, + 1)) with x $ C f + 1 . Then we have d(#) Φ 0
for some d^Ht+1. Since C is a free C Γ module, there is a projection />: C
->Ci with ( ^ ) ( Λ ; ) Φ 0 . Since d is an ordinary C l + 1-derivation: C^C [c.f. 4,
Chap. I, §2, Prop. 7], /></ can be regarded to belong to -^^i(C,/C
ί + 1 ), which is
absurd.
L e m m a 9. Let J=JC/A under the same situation as above. Then J/J2 is
free over C.
Proof. Since C admits a ^ -basis over C
x
 from [8, Theorem 10], Jc/cJiJc/dY
is free over C. So it suffices to show that J/J2^Ji/Ji2 as C-modules where
J1=Jc/cv Now we have a C-split exact sequence of canonical maps
where L={(C®C)JCl/A+J2}/J2. We have to prove L=0. Since Homc(JIJ2y C)
~%MclA)=%MclCi)~H°mc(Ji/Ji\ C), we obtain Hom
c
(L, C)=0. This
shows L=0. In fact, assume L φ O . Let us write LIQL=(C7j3)βiθ(C'/£))02®
"'φ(CIQ)ϋ
r
(Vi^L) for a unique maximal ideal £) in C. Then we have L=Cv1
+ CV;2H h CVv, because L is finitely generated as a C-module. Since C=F(BQ
as vector spaces over F where F is a subfield of C [c.f., 7], any element c in C
can be written as cw+cω for ^ G F , c c l ) e£>. Then {^0), cf\ ••-, 4 0 ) } are uni-
quely determined for c1vι-{-c2v2-\ \-crvr^L. For let ^ ! + ^ 2 H \-crvr=b1v1
+*2»2H hMv. Then we have ( ^ - ^ K + + ί ^ - ^ ^ e ρ L . Since
v19 v2> -.., »r are free mod Q, we obtain c[°'=b[°\ 40)=*20), —, 40 )=ir0 ). So we
define a map 95: L-+C by ^ Λ + ^ H h^r^r)=(^i O ) +4 O ) H h 4 0 ) ) α where
α ias a non-zero element in (ζ)*"1 for a positive integer e with Qe=0 and ^ e ~ ^ 0 .
Then φ is a non-zero element in Hom
c
(L, C), which is absurd.
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L e m m a 10. Let {tly t2, •••, tn} be a system of generators for an A-algebra
C such that {tly t2i •••, tn} forms a system of p-generators for C®C=C®l-\-J
[c.f., 9] where ti=\®ti—ti®\{i=l, 2, •••, n). Then we have C1=A[(t1)py (t2)p,
Proof. Since///2 is free over C®\ and CjQ®
c
JjJ2^Jl{J-\-Q)J as C\Q-
spaces where Q is a unique maximal ideal of C, the images of tly t2y •••, ?Λ by a
canonical map: /-*/// 2 form a C® 1-module basis for///2[c.f., 2, Chap. II, §3,
Prop. 5]. So there are d
u
d2, •••,</„ in jbe*λ(C\A) with di(tJ)=SitJ for i,j=ίy
2, •••, w. Since C=^f[ί
x
, ί2, •••, ί j , any element x in Cx can be written as
Σ a<L
β
Jiιt22 * •*/"• Then let us write x=Yl c
ω
th
e
nti2% ..*,./*, where ^ > ^ , ( * =
1, 2, •••, ί) and c^=a^t^h^-t5^t w i t h £ | * y | ( / = l , 2, •••, ί). Assume there is
a term c^t^i-t^. with /^i...ί, > Φ l . Then ( ^ / ' — J i / ' i ) ( V 1 - O ' ) =
Π{(^
ίΛ
)!} is a unit in Clβ So, if Cωti'n tj*** is a non-zero term such that
**iH h ^ , is maximal, we have (diseis~ dheii) (x)= Π { ( ^ J l ^ c ί + O, which is a
contraction to x^C1=Ker {^>e^{CjA)). T h i s shows that x is equal to Σ^cβ)
belonging to
Lemma 11. L ί^ ί/, ΛJ be any element in H+, C, respectively. Then d{xpt)
belongs to A-Cpt for ί=0, 1, 2, •••.
Proof. Let {d
o
(=l)1 d19 •••, d^) be an ^4-basis for H. Then we have An(d)
=*Σ]a
co
dil®di2®---®din ϊora^A where w=^, ΔH=(1® ®1®Δ) (1®Δ)Δ
and (/)=(/!, ί2, .. , zM) (O^iftt^e). Since /ί is cocommutative, we have 0(il>i2f...fi||)
=
atJi,J2,-Jn> {or anY permutation (;;,;;, ...,;
Λ
) of (^ z2, ••-, irt) and
= Σ
where α, /3, •••, 7 are cardinal numbers of equal numbers in {kly k2, •••, Λ
I
This completes the proof, since = 0 modp unless k1=k2=---=kn.
α ! / 3 ! τ !
T h e o r e m 12. Let H be a cocommutative pointed Hopf algebra over a field
A and C is a Galois H*-object over A which is strongly radicial over A . Then
there exists a sequence of subrings of C: C=C0ZDC1ZD --l)Cn=A satisfying, for
each i=ίy 2, •••, n — 1 ,
(1) C, is finitely generated projective as a Ci+1-module.
(2) d{Ct)^CJoralld^H,
(3) A left C
r
module HomA(Ciy C, ) is generated by the endomorphisms of
C{ induced by each element in H.
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(4) C i^iCJC +^Homc JC;, C).
Proof. Let C, , H{ be as above. Then (1) is obvious. (2) for i=ί follows
from Lem. 10 and 11. Since C
x
 is a CΊ-module direct summand of C, HomA
(Ci> Q) may be considered to be contained in HomA(C, C). So any homomor-
phism in Hom
Λ
(C
u
 Ct) is induced by an element 2 ^ ® »^ i n C®H for t t GC,
</,<=#. Let us write C^C^C/ for a C
r
submodule C/ of C. Let c—fi+c/
for C Ϊ G C , C / G C / . Then we have Σ <**,<*)=Σ < % ( * ) + Σ */<**(*) f o r * e C i
and so Σ c/di(x)^C1 Π C/(=0). Hence 2 ^<®^, induces the same homomor-
phism in HomA(Cιy Cx). This shows the statement (3) for ί = l . It follows from
Theorem 8 that C®A[H2]=HomC2(C, C). Then, by the same argument above,
a Q-module HomC2(Cu Cx) is generated by the endomorphisms of Cλ induced
by each element in A[H2]. Since each element of H2 induces an ordinary deriva-
tion on d , we obtain C1[^β«1(C1/C2)]=fiΓoiffC2(C1, Ct) and C2=Ker(H2)=Ker
Hence, using again Lemma 10, we have C2=A[tl, tξ, —, ί?] for
C2=A C^. Repeating the argument above, we complete the
proof.
Corollary. Under the situation above, moreover, let K be a C-algebm which
is finitely generated projective as a C-module. Then Hn(K/A)=Hn(KIC) for
τz>2 and there is an exact sequence
0 -> H\C\A) -> H\K\A) -> H\K\C) -> 0
where Hr{KjA) denotes a Amitsur cohomology group for a extension ring KjA.
Proof. By [5, Theorem 4.3], we have an exact sequnece
•-.-> Hn-\KjC) - Hn{CjA) -> H\KjA) -> Hn(K/C) -»...
So it suffices to show H1(K/C)=0 and Hn(C/A)=0 for n>2. The first follows
from [1, Theorem 3.8]. It follows from [10, Theorem 6] that Hn(CJCi+1) vanish
for n>2 where the C/s are as above. Hence, using again [4, Theorem 4.3], we
obtain Hn(C/A)==0 for n>2.
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